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INTRODUCTION

The year ahead is looking up, both
literally and figuratively.
In 2017, millions will look to the skies as SpaceX
sends their first crew to the International Space
Station and Project Wing launches their first
automated delivery drones. If you’re in the right
place at the right time, you may even witness the
darkness of a total solar eclipse on August 21.
Property managers are setting their sights higher
for the year ahead, too. The number of travelers
who have stayed in a vacation rental has more
than tripled since 2010, making vacation rentals a
mainstream option for the modern traveler.1
92% of property managers feel positive about their
business outlook in 2017, and we do, too!2 Read
on to see what experts think 2017 has in store for
vacation rental property managers.
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P R O P E RT Y M A N A G E M E N T T O O L S A N D S O F T W A R E

Guest management apps won’t just
be for early adopters.

Increased attention on security.

As travelers begin to skew younger and more tech-

major organizations like ADP, Yahoo!, and Verizon

savvy, guest management apps will no longer be a
novelty reserved for early adopters. 90% of property
managers think mobile apps are important to the

Several high-profile data breaches in 2016 affecting
gave consumers reason to pause before they
shared personal information or credit card details.
Consumers are now looking for signs of security

ACTION ITEMS

success of their business.2

processes and trustworthiness online before they
complete a purchase, says Bluetent, especially when

management app, look for others ways you

The value of guest management apps is further

signing contracts or making hefty deposits to secure

can capture data about your guests to use in

confirmed by their use.2 Glad To Have You™ boasted

a reservation.

targeted remarketing campaigns.

2 million users in 2016, a 53% increase from the
previous year. These users engaged with the app an
average of 18 times each throughout their vacation,
creating 18 opportunities to impress and sell
additional services or experiences to their guests.

▻▻If

you aren’t able to implement a guest

▻▻Begin

using a cloud-based property

management system if you aren’t already.
▻▻Showcase

the security features of your

website with a small badge or brief

Cloud computing becomes computing.

statement. While travelers may not know

Cloud computing has been affordable, easy to

SEcurity Standard (PCI-DDS) compliance

implement, and valuable to businesses for a few

is, the mention of it could provide enough

years now. 95% of enterprises, both large and small,

reassurance to book.

are using a cloud computing system to store and
manage their business’ data, making it the norm.3
These businesses cite continuity, scalability, higher
availability, and faster access to their data as the
reasons for moving to the cloud.3
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exactly what Payment Card Industry Data
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90% of property managers think mobile apps are
important to the success of their business.2

S M A RT H O M E S Y S T E M S

Smart home systems will attract
new owners.
In a few short years, smart home technology

The tools you use to scale your
business and provide a good guest
experience will converge.

has advanced far enough to make a meaningful

PointCentral has seen the adoption of smart home

difference in the bottom lines of property managers
and owners. Smart thermostats alone can save
most owners 10-15% of their annual energy bill
according to Parakeet, and advances in smart
lighting and flood sensors have the potential to save
owners even more in the future.
Now that smart home technology is accessible
and easy to manage, it’s becoming a compelling
way for property managers to attract new owners.
According to PointCentral, 89% of owners say they’re
willing to pay a property manager to save money on
energy costs through smart home technology.
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technology grow by 238% since 2014 not only
because these tools improve guest experience, but
also because they make it easier for businesses to
scale their operations.

ACTION ITEMS

Keyless entry systems, noise sensors, digital

▻▻Position

contracts, and guest hospitality apps all have clear
value for guests, but also save significant staff time
every month. This saved time makes it possible
for property managers to concentrate on bringing
in new owners and market more aggressively to
guests without having to hire additional staff or rewrite their processes.

your use of smart home technology

as a way to attract new owners, providing
analysis of savings for comparable
properties if possible.
▻▻Evaluate

the tools you use to run your day-

to-day operations. Will they grow with your
business or get in the way as you scale up?
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PointCentral reports that 89% of owners say they’re
willing to pay a property manager to save money on
energy costs through smart home technology.

T R AV E L I N S U R A N C E A N D PAY M E N T P R O C E S S I N G

Travel insurance sales trend up.

Other opportunities for geo-targeting in the travel

The Zika virus; Hurricanes Matthew, Madeleine, and

resources for travelers who detour from their

Lester; and rising security concerns at home and
abroad contributed to a 9% boost in travel insurance
policies sold year over year, says CSA Travel
Protection. Many of these events are still shaping

industry will pop up in the next few years, like
planned route and need to find accommodations at
the last minute. These tools may even integrate with
existing apps, like map or weather apps.

“The outcome is that travelers want to know

Travelers push property managers
into e-commerce.

more about travel insurance and what it covers

2016 saw a record high in property managers

2017; the unknowns may make travelers nervous.

in situations like these,” said Bob Chambers, Vice
President of Operations at CSA Travel Protection.
“This growing awareness may be one reason why
travel insurance companies are seeing an uptick in
policies sold.”

implementing online payment systems, according
be due to traveler demand and rising expectations of

guests already, now is the time to start.

consumers, and will likely continue to grow as young
travelers who have never known life without mobile

As mobile technology evolves and consumers warm

Gen Xers predictably show the greatest preference

CSA Travel Insurance, geo smart apps will likely
help insurance companies identify when a traveler
is in an area that has been affected by an event or
catastrophe and proactively reach out.
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could be a strong year for sales of

travel insurance. If you don’t offer it to

Geo-targeting paves the way for
proactive travel assistance.

will move into the foreground of travel. To start, says

▻▻2017

to VacationRentPayment. This increase may largely

technology enter the market.

up to the idea of sharing their location, geo-targeting

ACTION ITEMS

Booking and paying online is the preferred method
by travelers of all ages. Tech-savvy Millennials and
for online booking and payments, 92% and 84%,
respectively. Surprisingly, 66% of Baby Boomers,
often assumed to want to do it “the old-fashioned
way” also prefer online booking and payments.1

▻▻Set

up your systems to take payments

online. It will save you plenty of headache—
and lost revenue—in 2017 and years after.
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Booking and paying online is the preferred method by
travelers of all ages, including 66% of Baby Boomers.1

DISTRIBUTION

“Late bookings” become “bookings.”
Thanks to increasingly flexible booking processes

OTAs offer large, but unproven,
opportunities for property managers.

and a growing supply of properties, travelers are

With major online travel agencies (OTAs) like

booking more and more last-minute getaways. In
less than two years, RedAwning saw the average
booking window fall from 80 days to 60 days.
It’s not yet clear if the booking window will “bottom
out” at 60 days or if it will continue to decrease.
Changing traveler demographics may give us some
insight here: a shift towards younger, childless
vacation rental travelers could shrink this booking
window even further.

Expedia planning to aggressively promote vacation
rental properties to travelers in their networks,
demand for properties is anticipated to increase
says VacayStay Connect. There’s no clear indicator
of which regions will see the greatest demand, how
great that demand may be, or how quickly that
demand will flood into the vacation rental market.
Even though so much of how OTA travelers respond
to this integration is unknown, OTAs still represent
one of the largest opportunities property managers
have had to bring in new travelers in years. Soon,
we’ll be better able to understand how OTA travelers
compare to traditional vacation rental travelers and
how property managers can best meet their needs.
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ACTION ITEMS
▻▻Adjust

how you think about your sales

cycles, rates, and processes to adapt to the
new “late bookings” traveler.
▻▻Make

sure you have the right tools to

sync your availability calendars, rates, and
reviews when integrating with an OTA.
▻▻Start

planning how to position your

properties and amenities to OTA travelers,
who have historically stayed in hotels.

DISTRIBUTION (CONTINUED)

Loyalty programs start to include
vacation rentals.

Immersive technology will wow both
travelers and property managers.

As vacation rentals gain more market share, larger

2017 is poised to be a breakthrough year for

travel networks will begin trying to entice vacation

immersive technology for vacation rentals, says

rental travelers into their brand. Loyalty programs

Bluetent. As they see it, vacation rentals are

create trust in a brand and reward return guests in

not a one-size-fits-all product and immersive,

a way that is meaningful and personal. They’re a

3D technology can bring a property to life and

relatively simple strategy companies can use to gain

showcase unique features in a way photographs

market share and increase the number of return

simply can’t.

guests while also addressing rising expectations.

According to TruPlace, virtual tours and interactive

ACTION ITEMS
▻▻Establish

a structured loyalty program to

reward return guests, especially if you’re

Rent-by-owners leave it to the
professionals.

floorplans have been proven to increase total

79% of property managers plan to increase their

confidence built with consumers. TruPlace has also

you’re in a highly competitive market, being

inventory in 2017.2 With the complexities, changes,

seen booking lead times increase with the use of

an early adopter may help set you apart

and rapid growth of the industry, individual

interactive floorplans, with bookings coming in an

from your competitors.

homeowners are finding it increasingly difficult

average of 22 days earlier.

to manage their own properties, according to
VacayStay Connect. Managing even a single
property is a full-time job that most homeowners
don’t have time for (or particularly want to do).
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bookings by 17% and duration of stay by almost
20%, perhaps due to the additional trust and

running a multi-city operation.
▻▻Begin

exploring immersive technology. If
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In less than two years, RedAwning saw the average
booking window fall from 80 days to 60 days.

MARKETING AND BRANDING

Property management sites inch
closer to matching larger mobile
browsing trends.

Search engines force companies to
launch mobile-friendly sites.

We are well past the “tipping point” of mobile internet

slow loading websites since “mobilegeddon” in

traffic, meaning that users are online via their mobile
device more often than via a desktop device. General
internet usage reached this point back in 20144, but

“It’s widely known that Google has been punishing
2014,” says Susan Blizzard of Blizzard Internet
Marketing. “For the last couple of years, mainstream
authors have been predicting that soon your

property management websites haven’t caught up.

smartphone may be your only computer.”

Q4Launch has been tracking mobile, tablet, and

Google actively rewards Accelerated Mobile Pages

desktop traffic on their clients’ sites since 2014,
when desktop website visits made up 62.3% of
traffic and mobile lagged behind at 20.3%. Since
then, that gap has shrunk significantly. Mobile traffic
has almost doubled at 39%, with desktop traffic
dropping to 48.3%.
What does this all mean? Even if property
management sites haven’t caught up to the larger
trend, websites that aren’t mobile responsive are still
years behind.
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(AMP), a scaled-down version of HTML code that
helps mobiles devices load web pages almost
instantly. For now, AMP is mostly used by major
news websites aggregating a great deal of content
on a daily basis, but expect to see Google reward
AMP sites for the next few years. (Facebook and
Bing are moving this direction, too, says Blizzard.)

ACTION ITEMS
▻▻Ensure

your website is mobile responsive,

monitor page speeds in Google Analytics,
and ditch the pop-up ads and interstitials.

MARKETING AND BRANDING (CONTINUED)

Pop-ups will push websites out of
mobile search results.

After testing more than 90,000 website visitors

Don’t you hate tapping a link on your phone only to

direct content with clear calls-to-action increased

have the screen go gray? The link was likely trying to

conversion rates by an impressive 47.7%.

display a pop-up, and mobile devices don’t reliably
display pop-ups. Google hates this, too, which is why
they’re cracking down on sites with pop-ups and
interstitials that display on mobile phones in 2017.5
Expect to see pop-up usage decline next year, says

over a diverse range of property management
sites, Q4Launch found that better written, more

Voice Search goes toe-to-toe with
SEO.
With the advent of mobile assistants like Siri, Alexa,

ACTION ITEMS

Blizzard Marketing.

and Cortana, Google changed their search results

Assuming Google’s crackdown is successful and

heavy-handed keywords. Voice searches are now

investigating how to get your website to

pop-ups fall out of favor on mobile, even having pop-

competing head-on with traditional SEO keywords.

come up first in voice search results.

ups may end up damaging a brand. Consumers may
navigate away and never return simply because their

to favor answers to natural questions instead of

“Keywords may or may not be used in a search,

▻▻Stop

“keyword stuffing” and start

▻▻When

you’re rewriting webpages, do so

browsing experience was interrupted by a pop-up.

especially when you think about someone

in a way that communicates clearly with

researching their travel plans while at a stoplight in

identifiable, direct calls to action.

Images and written content learn to
share the spotlight.

their car,” says Susan Blizzard. “Will they ask for a

While images are an important part of showcasing
a property to a guest, written content is just as
important to increasing conversion on a website.
But, as with all things, the quality of content matters
more than the quantity.
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vacation rental, or will they simply ask for places to
stay in your area?”
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In a review of 90,000 website visitors across a range
of property management sites, Q4Launch found
that better written, more direct content with clear
calls-to-action increased conversion rates by 47.7%.

HIRING AND RETENTION

Fair compensation plans will be
discussed in every interview.

Job hopping will be the new normal.

With the rising popularity of tools like Glassdoor.com

their current role but were still open to taking a new

to help an employee understand their value in the job
market, transparency in wages will need to be a part

In 2016, 51% of workers claimed to be satisfied in
job (compared to 45% the previous year).6 To some
extent, this openness to job hopping has become

of every interview next year.

the new normal, with between 34% and 35% of job

But keep in mind: the last-minute injunction blocking

to five years of employment.

a law to raise the threshold for paying overtime has

seekers reporting that they changed jobs after one

ACTION ITEMS

6

▻▻Conduct

a market study in your area to

been a bit of a reprieve for property managers, says

better understand what wages are being

KLS Group, but they expect the Department of Labor

paid in your region. Reach out to your local

will still implement a new overtime threshold.

chamber of commerce or state employment

Clear paths for advancement will
attract young, dedicated employees
moving into the workforce.
This year, 43% of job seekers identified growth
opportunities as a key decision-making factor when
considering a new role, ranking it more valuable than
work/life balance.6 This trend is likely to continue
as the aspirational and value-driven Gen Z begins to
flood into the workforce. If you want to attract talent
willing to put in the work during the busy season,
offering a clear path for advancement can help.
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offices to start gathering this information.
▻▻Instead

of asking employees why they’re

leaving when they resign, ask your current
employees why they stay. A first-hand report
of what makes your company compelling
can help you attract new talent.

CONCLUSION

The stars are aligning for vacation rental property
managers in 2017. Changing demographics and
the opportunity to integrate with popular OTAs will
expand demand for vacation rentals, and advancing
technologies will make managing this influx of
travelers easier and scalable.
To stay on top of the year ahead, you should think
critically about how the tools you use to manage
daily operations can improve guest experience,
refine the services you sell that offer value to guests
and increase revenue, and assess your strategy for
presenting your brand to younger, hotel-loyal guests.
Cheers to 2017! It’s going to be a great one.
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APPENDIX

Who We Are
HomeAway Software builds the most powerful, easiest to use suite of vacation rental software for
professional property managers. We listen to our customers, keep our finger on the pulse of industry trends,
and provide world-class support, training, and education for vacation rental property managers.

Our Contributors

PAR AKEET

R

®
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